CompleteSchool
CSIS/CALPADS Capabilities
CompleteSchool provides superior California School Information Services (CSIS) capabilities (and soon
CALPADS):
1. Because CompleteSchool is new, CSIS support was built-in during design, not grafted on later.
2. In addition to normal data entry screens, CompleteSchool provides screens organized by CSIS
Data Dictionary data element identification numbers.

3. Codes you see throughout CompleteSchool are CSIS codes, so you don’t need to learn two
sets of codes, and translation tables are rarely needed for submitting extracts to CSIS.
4. Each extract program includes a Check function that checks the common problems for that
extract. The Check function provides a verification report of problems (and likely problems) that
it encounters. CSIS provides extensive error reporting, but getting this report is a long process.
By quickly checking for common problems, CompeteSchool saves a tremendous amount of time
during large submissions.
5. CompleteSchool provides CSIS support to ease the data entry burden. For example, staff
assignments for teachers are automatically generated based on the classes those teachers are
teaching, and CompleteSchool can determine the NCLB Highly Qualified status for a class
section based on the teacher’s qualifications (instead of by entering the status for each section).
6. Easily installed CompleteSchool updates include the new CSIS codes, CSIS data support, and
CSIS extract programs. These change many times each year.
7. Digitronics Software uses an agile software development process to provide CSIS updates in a
timely manner. Fall and Spring submission extract software normally arrives in the update for
the month prior to information day. Although software updates are normally delivered on a
monthly schedule, updates fixing faults with submission extracts, or reflecting last minute CSIS
changes, are scheduled for immediately delivery (or installed directly on customers’ servers if
necessary).
8. CompleteSchool interfaces well with Personnel/Human Resource Systems. Using our
experience building Personnel/Human Resource Systems we built a small portion of a
Personnel/Human Resource System into CompleteSchool to make importing data easy.
Current CompleteSchool customers can import data quickly by simply selecting a menu item, so
no double data entry is necessary.
9. CompleteSchool customers have successfully used CSIS for State-wide Identifiers, CBEDS
(Fall Submission), Language Census (Spring Submission), etc. for more than four years.

